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Research question and background
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What do we ask?

1. How does sentiment depend on context?

▪ A logical approach is to examine the text that sentiment comes from

2. Do prior results using financial sentiment hold across contexts?

3. Are prior results for different outcomes derived from the same underlying contexts?

Why? To understand what financial sentiment captures and if it is empirically consistent
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Main findings

1. Only a few key contexts drive each financial sentiment result

▪ Aggregation to document-level sentiment adds a lot of noise

2. Sentiment, at the context level, o�en contradicts prior results

▪ Aggregation removes nuance from our understanding

3. Different contexts drive prediction for different outcomes

▪ Sentiment captures different empirical constructs across regressions

4. The above results hold across two other financial sentiment dictionaries

▪ Our results are not unique to the LM dictionary

5. The above results hold using a neural network-based sentiment measure

▪ Bag-of-words isn’t the problem – financial sentiment, as a construct, likely is

▪ In other words, a precise matching between the text used and the economic question examined is needed

Punchline: Sentiment should be measured on fine-grained contexts, not full documents
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Related literature

1. Bag-of-words (dictionary) methods

▪ Word count based

▪ A few terms, such as 7 ethics terms (Loughran, McDonald and Yun 2009)

▪ Longer lists like positive and negative sentiment (Loughran and McDonald 2011; Henry 2008)

2. Topic modeling

▪ Still bag of words, but captures document-level content

▪ Cannot be used for fine-grained context

▪ Used on 10-Ks in Dyer, Lang and Stice-Lawrence (2017) and Brown, Crowley, and Elliott (2020)

Dictionary methods ignore context entirely

LDA ignores context within document and focuses on measuring the total content of a

document
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Related literature

3. Naïve Bayes

▪ Adds supervised learning to bag-of-words

▪ Used for measures of sentiment in Antweiler and Frank (2004) and Li (2010b)

4. Neural network approaches

▪ Uses sentence-level context for classification

▪ Used in Azimi and Agrawal (2021)

▪ BERT-based approaches used in Siano and Wysocki (2021) and Huang, Wang and Yang (2022)

Both naïve Bayes and neural networks can use context for training the model, but they

don’t provide a direct measure of context to researchers
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Methodology: Measuring context
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The idea

▪ Our goal is to replicate a natural approach that one would take to identify contexts by hand:

1. Take a reference clause

2. Look to see what the clause is about (the “context”)

3. Assign the clauses into logical groupings of contexts

4. A�er: Interpret sentiment of a clause within context

Implementation

▪ Step 1a: Clause extraction and reconstruction (OpenIE)

▪ Step 1b: Filtering overlapping clauses

▪ Step 2: Extracting a numeric representation of the context (USE)

▪ Step 3: Clustering into contexts (MB K-means + Gap statistic)

In order to better understand context and its link to sentiment, we will examine a broad

set of contexts spanning all MD&A content
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Accounting

▪ Policies: Assumptions, Revenue Recognition,

Tax, Cautionary Statements

▪ Standards: Standards, New standards

▪ General or B/S: Cash flow, Deferred tax

▪ Income statement discussion: Accounting

losses, Depreciation and amortization

Business operations

▪ Debt, Equity, and Investment: Financing, Loans

▪ Expectations and future: Management

expectations, Risk factor disclosures

▪ Macroeconomics: Interest rates, Market risk

▪ Operations: Growth, Customers, Products

▪ Structure: Subsidiaries, Partnerships

Changes

▪ Changes in: sales, expenses, operating

measures

▪ Declines in: value or performance

▪ Increase in: expenses, income or revenue

Ungrouped

▪ Grammatical patterns

▪ Timeframes

▪ Unrelated statements

▪ Unrelated statements with specific words

Examples of contexts
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Accounting assumptions

1. “Option pricing models require input of highly

subjective assumptions particularly for

expected stock price volatility”

2. “Weighted average assumptions determine net

periodic pension benefit expense”

Growth

1. “Growth was partially offset by closure”

2. “Diamond ’s capital expenditure budget is

Diamond ’s highest at approximately $ 250

million with much related to internal growth

activities comprised of expansions of facilities”

Deferred tax

1. “Adtalem recognizes future tax benefits

associated with tax loss as deferred tax assets”

2. “Company fully impaired deferred tax asset

resulting in 5 % effective tax benefit rate”

Market risk

1. “We are exposed to market risk related to

interest rate risk on investment of cash in

securities with original maturities”

2. “Currency gains related to market risk”

What clauses are in the contexts?
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Step 1a: Extracting clauses

▪ Open IE is an open information extraction algorithm

▪ Generates triples of context of the form (subject; relation verb; object)

▪ Multi-step algorithm:

1. Creates the dependency parse tree

2. Resolves any co-references (“it,” “her,” etc.)

3. Determines clause boundaries (multinomial logistic model)

4. Determines triples within each clause (linguistic patterns)

Automating with Stanford Open IE

This nets 179,703,756 extractions which can be formed back into clauses
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▪

▪ “The largest financial glossary on the Internet”

▪ Some words unique to this dictionary:

▪ demonetization, boilerplate, deductible

▪

▪ “Over 1,000 Accounting and Finance Terms”

▪ Some words unique to this dictionary:

▪ GASB, MD&A, periodicity

Step 1b: Cutting this down a bit

▪ Some clauses are superfluous as we saw earlier

▪ Approach: Keep the shortest clauses such that…

1. We cover as much of the sentence as possible without having nested clauses

2. We don’t drop words from LM

3. We don’t drop accounting content

Accounting content

Some shared words: collateral, specialist, hedge, debit, inventory

This cuts out 73%  still have 48,576,229 clauses

Harvey’s hypertextual finance glossary NYSSCPA’s Accounting Terminology Guide
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▪ Input: Clauses’ Words and word order

▪ Processing: Transformer-based neural network

▪ Uses “attention”

▪ Output: A 512-dim vector per clause

Step 2: Getting a numeric representation

1. Map all clauses to a 512-dimension vector space that represents underlying meaning

▪ Universal Sentence Encoder (USE; Cer et al. 2018)

▪ We mask out certain tokens that USE tends to focus on too much

▪ Dates, times, dollar amounts, percentages, quantities, and ordinals

How does USE work?

USE abstracts away from word choice!
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13 is the lowest  vs  (red circle), 137 is the

lowest  vs  and  (blue circle)

Step 3: Clustering to contexts

▪ We cluster within the 512-dim vector space with Mini-Batch K-means (Sculley 2010)

▪ Mini-Batch K-means is an online version of K-means

▪ Output is the same as K-means, but the process is more memory-friendly

Optimizing with Gap statistic

▪ Gap statistic (Tibshirani et al. 2001) is a simulation approach to supervising clustering

▪ Goal: Select the lowest  by comparing the informativeness of clustering on real data vs. synthetic data

▪ Compare informativeness at  vs. at , look for a gap  1 S.D.

▪ Caveat: Optimal  may be too small in more varied text; thus we compare  to  and 

137 contexts in the data
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Validating our context methodology

1. Intrusion task

▪ Take 3 clauses from 1 context and an “intruder” from another

▪ E.g.:

1. average market rate is in effect

2. price swings are due to commodity costs

3. net sales impact is in same store sales

4. Volatility is in commodity prices

▪ 4 RAs average 86% on the task; 500 questions each

▪ This is a very high score on the task!

2. Overlap of original extractions with accounting dictionaries:

▪ 95.2% contain at least 1 word in the Campbell Harvey’s dictionary

▪ 84.8% contain at least 1 word in the NYSSCPA dictionary

3. Regress MD&A sentiment on clusters conditional on sentiment

▪ 82.3% (68.6%) of variation captured for negative (positive) sentiment
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Empirical approach
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Data

▪ All 10-K and 10-K405 MD&A sections to build the text model

▪ 107,596 MD&As

▪ 48,576,229 extractions

▪ Only MD&As subject to many requirements for empirical tests

▪ 35,362 MD&As

▪ 22,669,186 extractions

▪ Loughran McDonald sentiment from their 10X File summaries file

▪ MD&A LM sentiment based on the 10-K parser from Brown, Crowley and Elliott (2020) (BCE)

▪ The BCE parser has Pearson correlations  for full text sentiment measures with LM

▪ Accounting data from Compustat

▪ Stock data from CRSP

▪ Material weaknesses from Audit Analytics
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Empirics sketch

1. To examine how sentiment relates to context

▪

▪ Run using a LASSO regression

2. To replicate results from Loughran McDonald (2011)

▪

▪ Run using a linear regression

3. To partition the replication on context

▪

▪ Run using a LASSO regression

Three regression structures used throughout
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Solution 1: LASSO

▪ Replace OLS problem of  with:

▪ Optimize  with 10-fold cross-validation

▪ LASSO is is also called  regularization

▪ Standard technique for dealing with high VIFs

▪ Derive p-values using Post-LASSO estimator

▪ But some worry about dropping causal links

Solution 2: Double LASSO

▪ Determine causal links with  LASSO

regressions

▪ Estimate result using post-LASSO

▪ Ensures statistically significant links aren’t

dropped

▪ If we find that only a few contexts matter, it’s

because they really don’t predict the outcome

Practical issues with 137 IVs

▪ 137 text-derived measures means multicollinearity could flip coefficient signs and drop adjusted 

Much less worry about multicollinearity

Avoids biasing against finding significant

coefficients
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Empirical results
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Sentiment regressed on context

▪ Some uniformly drive both positive and negative sentiment

▪ “Cautionary statements” and “reduction in accounts”

▪ Some only drive negative sentiment

▪ “Accounting losses” and “risk factor disclosures”

▪ Some only drive positive sentiment

▪ “Increases in performance” and “tax”

▪ Some drive a lack of sentiment

▪ “Depreciation and amortization” and “credit facilities”

92 (79) contexts drive negative (positive) sentiment

As more coefficients’ signs match to our intuition for negative sentiment, we argue that

negative sentiment is more tied to context.
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Filing period excess return

▪ Expected signs: Negative for negative sentiment, positive for positive sentiment

▪ Replication: Expected result for negative sentiment, null result for positive sentiment

▪ Contexts: Mixed findings, both sentiments drive results in both directions

▪ Double LASSO: Results are consistent

Prediction: Positive relation between sentiment and return
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Filing period abnormal volume

▪ Expected signs: Positive for both

▪ Replication: Opposite result for negative sentiment, null result for positive sentiment

▪ Contexts: Mixed findings, but mostly in line with predictions

▪ Double LASSO: Results are consistent

Prediction: More sentiment (either), higher volume
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Post-filing return volatility

▪ Expected signs: Positive for both

▪ Replication: Expected result for negative sentiment, null result for positive sentiment

▪ Contexts: Mixed findings, both sentiments drive results in both directions

▪ Double LASSO: Results are consistent

Prediction: More sentiment (either), higher volatility
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Future material weakness

▪ Expected signs: Positive for negative sentiment, negative for positive sentiment

▪ Replication: Null result for negative sentiment, expected result for positive sentiment

▪ Contexts: Mixed findings, both sentiments drive results in both directions

▪ Double LASSO: Results are consistent

Prediction: Inverse relation between sentiment and Material weaknesses
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Falsification test

▪ Table 4 replication: Difference between simulated and real data

▪ Context drives 31.5% of the variation in negative sentiment

▪ Context drives 10.8% of the variation in positive sentiment

▪ Tables 5 through 8 replication

▪ All falsification tests have fewer significant coefficients on the context measures than our main results

▪ All falsification tests have lower adjusted  than our main results

▪ Context is likely meaningful for sentiment

Randomly assign each clause to one of 137 groups using a uniform distribution

Our main results are unlikely to be driven by disaggregation in general
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▪ Negative sentiment:

▪ No context always loads

▪ “Discussion of accounting procedures” and

“decreases in expenses or performance” load

3/4 of the time

▪ 13 contexts significant only twice

▪ 35 contexts significant only once

▪ Positive sentiment:

▪ No context always loads

▪ “decrease’ + unrelated statements” loads 3/4

of the time

▪ 4 contexts significant only twice

▪ 43 contexts significant only once

Construct validity of sentiment

▪ Aggregation is likely a problem

Is sentiment a consistent construct? It doesn’t appear to be.

This appears to violate how we approach sentiment empirically
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Other sentiment measures

▪ The problem we document is not due to the LM dictionary’s construction

▪ This means that bag-of-words isn’t the source of the problem

▪ It also means that the problem source likely isn’t classification accuracy

Results are the same with the Henry (2008) and Harvard General Inquirer dictionaries

Results are the same using FinBERT

Aggregation is very likely to be the source of the problem
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Simulating aggregation: Negative sentiment

Aggregation suppresses the mixed results found at low levels of aggregation
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Simulating aggregation: Positive sentiment

Aggregation can completely flip results depending on what is included in the aggregation
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Conclusion
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For most papers

▪ Focus on one context within documents

▪ Match to theory

▪ See, e.g., Hassan, Hollander, Van Lent, and

Tahoun (2019 QJE) on political discussion

For papers needing a broad set of discussion

▪ Our context methodology offers a solution

▪ Unsupervised, automated, replicable

▪ Works for any document type

Findings and takeaways

1. Sentiment relies more on some contexts than others

2. Context matters for when regressing on sentiment

▪ Some contexts behave as expected for sentiment, many others do not!

3. The regression DV matters

▪ Sentiment results are driven by different contexts for different DVs

What should we, as researchers, do then?

Takeaway: Sentiment, at the document level, is not a consistent construct.
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Thanks!

 

Richard M. Crowley 

Singapore Management University 

 https://rmc.link/

@prof_rmc
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Packages used for these slides

▪ dplyr

▪ ggplot

▪ gridExtra

▪ kableExtra

▪ knitr

▪ revealjs
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Other slides
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Illustration of extracting clauses

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪  (company; has; earnings)

▪  (company’s earnings; increased by; 5%)

▪  (company’s earnings; increased due; improved operating efficiency)

▪  (company’s earnings; increased due; operating efficiency)

“The company’s earnings increased by 5% due to an improvement in operating efficiency.”

The 

DET

company 

NOUN

’s 

PART

earnings 

NOUN

increased 

VERB

by 

ADP

5% 

NOUN

due 

ADP

to 

ADP

an 

DET

improvement 

NOUN

in 

ADP

operating 

NOUN

efficiency. 

NOUN

det

poss

case nsubj prep pobj

prep

pcomp det

pobj

prep

com
pound

pobj
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How does the Gap statistic work?

▪ Let…

▪  be the number of clusters,

▪  the number of simulated samples

▪  be the K-Means inertia score on actual data

▪  be the K-Means inertia score for iteration  with synthetic data

▪  be the average of the s

▪ Select the lowest  such that 

I.e., select the lowest  s.t. the log-scaled error removed by clustering on real data at  is

no worse than 1 SD below the log-scaled error removed at 
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Double LASSO

▪ The drawback of handling multicollinearity is removing variables that are potentially causally important

▪ This can lead to questions on the validity of inferences derived from LASSO-based coefficients

1. Run 138 LASSO regressions to determine significant links between outcome or IVs and IVs

2. Run a post OLS keeping only variables that had significant impact on the LASSO regressions

Solution: Double LASSO (Belloni, Chernozhukov and Hansen 2014 JEP)
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Other tables
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Table 1
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Table 2, Panels A and B
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Table 2, Panels C and D
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Table 3
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What contexts are high in both sentiments?
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What contexts skew towards negative sentiment?
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What contexts skew towards positive sentiment?
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What contexts are low in both sentiments?
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Full Table 5
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